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Discover Israel

Shavuot (Feast of Weeks)

Amiel's very own Guaranteed Departure
Program for English Speakers
Tel Aviv, Yafo, Caesarea, Kibbutz, Sea of Galilee,
Nazareth, Dead Sea and so much more make this
program a once in a life time experience!

Did we pique your interest?

marks the beginning of the harvest and the giving of
the 10 Commandments on Mount Sinai.
This holiday is celebrated on May 20th and traditionally
dairy dishes are served on the Holiday.
We found two cheese cake
recipes by Carine Goren,
Israel's pastry queen, and
invite you to try and taste this
delicious Shavuot tradition.

Details to follow soon!

May We Suggest?
“FLASHES OF MEMORY – PHOTOGRAPHY DURING THE
HOLOCAUST” – NEW EXHIBITION AT YAD VASHEM

Israeli Street Food Tour

The exhibition, housed in the Temporary Exhibitions Pavilion of Yad Vashem’s Museum
Complex, presents a critical account of visual documentation – photographs and films
– created during the Holocaust by German and Jewish photographers, as well as by
members of the Allied forces during liberation. The exhibition focuses a spotlight on the
circumstances of the photograph and the worldview of the documenting photographer
– both official and private – while emphasizing the different and unique viewpoints of
the Jewish photographers as direct victims of the Holocaust.

Street food is an invaluable

part of Tel Aviv's intriguing
culinary scene. The city
streets are filled with
vendors offering dishes
and snacks from every
corner of the globe. First of these are the ones we all know:
Falafel, Humus, Sabich and Burekas, none originated here,
but all are very much Israeli.

Contact us at: mngt@amiel.israel.net or your
personal travel planner.

This Month’s Featured Hotels
PUBLICA ISROTEL IN HERZLIYA

With a rooftop pool, state-of-the-art fitness center, inviting lobby
bar, and collaborative workspace, the Publica Isrotel Hotel at the
heart of Herzliya Pituach's thriving hi-tech district is the perfect
urban destination for guests seeking a new hospitality experience
that intertwines business and pleasure.

LINK HOTEL & HUB in TEL AVIV

(new brand by Dan Hotel chain)
A young and fresh guest experience that offers a superior value
proposition at affordable rates.

Strategically located on Tel Aviv’s King Saul Avenue, the LINK Hotel
& hub incorporates comfort, technology, and a relaxed ambience
where guests can socialize and mingle. Internationally acclaimed
photographer Daniel Siboni has curated and displayed Tel Aviv’s
Street Art throughout the hotel. Reservations begin July 1, 2018

Insider Tip

Anna – Italian Café

What is Anna? There are
so many ways to describe
this Italian restaurant,
with a social agenda.
They serve great Italian
food but are defined by so
much more than that.
”Anna” is a social business and together with the Dualis foundation and the Jerusalem
municipality are part of an amazing program where they employ at-risk youth in the
kitchen. Which in turn means that you not only eat well you feel good about it too.

Amiel Tours Blog

We are happy to invite you to read our blogs, posted
monthly on our website. Click Here!

Explore new topics and insights of our beautiful
and unique country – Israel!
Contact us at: mngt@amiel.israel.net
Office hours during Shavuoth (Pentecost)

Sunday, May 20 - Closed

